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Random processes are monitored over space and time by a network of stations 
distributed across a spatial region. Researchers have developed several analysis 
techniques to model the random process. Some of  them require assumptions on the 
spatio-temporal variability of  the process. An alternative method to analyze spatio­
temporal data that does not require any assumption on the variance-covariance matrix is 
the Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) model. The spatial distribution ofthe network 
sites influences the accuracy ofthe prediction results obtained by the EOF model. 
Researchers have proposed different methods to address this problem. We propose a 
model, the design-based EOF model, that incorporates information on the spatio-temporal 
variability of  the process captured by the sampling design used to establish the network. 
The theoretical development of  the model and an application are presented. We also 
consider the inclusion of  auxiliary information into the design-based EOF model with the 
purpose of  interpolating the process to unvisited sites. Interpolation results from the 
design-based EOF model are illustrated by considering a real data set and compared to 
spatial interpolation results obtained by using ordinary kriging. With the desire of  making 
the design-based EOF model accessible to those monitoring programs that did not use a 
sampling probability design to establish the monitoring network, we consider two 
approaches that provide proper weights to be used in the model. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction  
To monitor a continuous spatio-temporal random process, researchers use a network 
of  stations located on a region of  interest and a protocol to collect data over time. Most of 
the existing monitoring programs were not designed so that the stations on the network 
were based on a probability sampling design. Instead, they rely on an irregularly spaced 
network of  stations where the locations of  the sites are the results of  many factors such as 
accessibility to the site, financial constraints and political reasons. 
Constrained by the network locations, researchers intend to capture the space and 
time variability of  the process. The resulting data set usually has many spatial and 
temporal observations. To analyze these data, researchers use several approaches. One of 
them is the time series approach, which considers the data is a multivariate time series 
correlated in space. A problem with this approach is the absence ofa direct spatial 
interpolation at non-observed locations. Other analysis techniques are based on 
geostatistical models. These models require simplified assumptions regarding the space-
time variance covariance matrix to facilitate their application. Results based on these 
geostatistical models sometimes are unrealistic. 
We propose in this dissertation an alternative spatial interpolation technique based on 
a modification ofthe Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) model. The EOF model is a 
very popular analysis technique used in atmospheric sciences for modeling the spatio­
temporal variability of  the process of  interest, for data reduction and to compute global 2 
atmospheric quantities. The EOF models do not require any assumption on the variance­
covariance structure ofthe process. There are two approaches ofthe EOF models. One is 
the discrete approach, known as Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Its main 
applicability is in data reduction in order to determine what linear combinations ofthe 
data capture most ofthe variation of  the responses. The second is known as the 
Karhunen-Loeve representation and the objective is to expand a continuous random 
process into an infinite series of  orthogonal functions. The orthogonal functions and their 
coefficients capture the space and time variability of  the process. 
To obtain the Karkunen-Loeve representation, researchers need to solve integral 
equations which are the mathematical formulations ofthe model. These equations are the 
continuous version ofthe well known PCA matrix equations. When the integral equations 
are solved numerically, researchers must apply different techniques to reduce the 
precision errors generated by the use ofthe irregularly spaced network. Unless 
appropriate expansions ofthe EOF eigenvectors are calculated, the EOF model will only 
predict to the observed sites ofthe network. If  an EOF model is required at other 
locations in the space, researchers resort to the expansion ofthe EOF eigenvectors in 
functional basis such as the spherical harmonic functions. This approximation is 
computationally demanding and discourages possible users ofthis technique. 
In Chapter 2 ofthis dissertation we propose a design-based EOF model under the 
assumption that a probability sampling design was involved in the location ofthe 
network sites prior to the collection ofthe data. When a probability sampling design is 
adopted to select sampling sites, the researcher has the means to capture the spatial 
distribution ofthe process. The design-based EOF model incorporates into the model the 
spatial variability captured by the probability sampling design. Sea surface temperature 
collected monthly are used to illustrate the results ofthe model. To account for the 
absence of  a probability sampling design in these data, we stratify the network sites 
available by their proximity and determine the sampling weights needed. 3 
Spatial interpolation is a well desired feature in any spatio-temporal data analysis 
technique. Accuracy of  spatial interpolation results depend on the selection ofthe 
interpolation method and the number of  network locations used. Also, the consideration 
ofauxiliary information plays an important role in interpolation methods. Researchers 
have found that the incorporation ofproper auxiliary information in many analysis 
techniques has improved their interpolation results. 
By considering the inclusion ofauxiliary information and similarity matrices into the 
design-based EOF model, we develop in Chapter 3 a spatial interpolation technique based 
on the design-based EOF model. Similarity matrices have been used in many fields for 
classification purposes. We compute similarity matrices based on the available auxiliary 
information to determine the subset ofnetwork sites that are more appropriate to use for 
interpolation purposes. Results are then incorporated into the design-based EOF model 
giving it an interpolation feature. 
Finally, in Chapter 4, we explore ways to provide substitute weights to those 
monitoring programs that have not selected the sampled sites based on probability 
sampling designs and that may consider the design-based EOF model for their data 
analysis. Weekly dry deposition data from the Clear Air Status and Trends Network 
(CASTnet) were used to illustrate the results from Chapter 3 and 4. 4 
Chapter 2  
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2.1. Abstract. 
An Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) model is proposed as a prediction method for 
data collected over space and time. EOF models are widely used in a number of 
disciplines, including Meteorology and Oceanography. The appealing feature of  this 
model is the advantage of  not requiring any assumption ofthe structure for the covariance 
matrix. However, there is a need to account for the errors associated with the spatial and 
temporal features ofthe data. This is accomplished by incorporating information from the 
sampling design, used to establish the network, into the model. The theoretical 
developments and numerical solutions are presented in the first section of  the paper. An 
application of  the model to real data and the results of  validation analysis are also 
presented. 
Keywords: EOF; environmental monitoring; prediction; spatial sampling design. 
2.2. Introduction. 
Most ofthe phenomena studied in Environmental Science are realizations of 
continuous stochastic processes that develop in time, space or both. To monitor these 
processes, researchers use a network of  stations and a protocol to collect data over time. 
To capture the space and time variability, it is desirable to have an adequate distribution 
ofthe network sites and good specifications ofthe protocol to collect the data at each site 
ofthe network over a long period of  time. Unfortunately this ideal data collection 
protocol is not obtained. In some monitoring programs, the spatial distribution ofthe sites 
may under-represent some regions (often the more undeveloped or inaccessible areas 
inside the region ofinterest) and/or over-represent others. 6 
The information collected from a monitoring program may be used to estimate 
features ofinterests such as the mean process at a site level or at a regional leveL 
However, most of the popular statistical spatio-temporal analysis techniques require 
some assumptions (temporal stationary, spatial isotropy, etc.) when modeling the 
covariance matrix,  the variogram or covariogram function (Cressie, 1986,1991; Guttorp 
and Sampson, 1994, Bilonick, 1985). These assumptions, which lead to useful analysis 
techniques, often do not fully describe the actual variability ofmany observed processes 
(Guttorp, 1998). 
An alternative analysis technique for modeling a spatio-temporal environmental 
process, which does not require any prior assumption on the covariance matrix or the 
variogram structure, employs Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) models (Obled and 
Creutin, 1986). The EOF model is a popular analysis tool in Atmospheric Sciences 
(Richman, 1986; Barnett, 1977), where it is used to express the natural variability of 
continuous spatio-temporal random processes. The EOF method, along with Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) and Common Factor Analysis (CF  A), is in a class of  analysis 
procedures known as eigentechniques. The objective ofthis technique is to fit orthogonal 
functions to a set of  observed data, resulting in a reduction in the amount of  data with 
minimal loss ofinformation, while capturing the essential features ofthe observed 
process. Obled and Creutin (1986) showed that EOF modeling can be considered  a good 
interpolation method applied to Meteorology examples with prediction results 
comparable to those obtained with other statistical techniques such as kriging. 
A common problem ofspatio-temporal data is that the observation ofthe process is 
limited to a finite period oftime and at a finite set ofnetwork sites, often resulting in poor 
spatial and temporal coverage within the region of  interest. In the case ofEOF models, 
these difficulties cause numerical instability when calculating eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors (North et. aI., 1982; Kwang and North, 1993, Karl et. aI., 1982; Kwang, 
1996) that increases the statistical fluctuations of  the eigenvalue spectra (Cahalan et. aI., 7 
1996). This results in a consequent reduction of statistical confidence in the estimate and 
possibly misleading interpretation ofthe results. 
To address this problem, EOF model users have proposed different solutions. 
Among them is the incorporation ofdifferent weighting patterns, based on splines, in the 
quadrature method at the moment ofsolving the Karhunen-Loeve integral equation.  This 
approach accounts for the spatial irregularity ofthe network available and the 
discreteness ofthe spatial sampling (Deville, 1981; North et.a!' 1982; Obled and Creutin, 
1986; Wikle, C.K., 1996). Another frequent approach is the use of  some type ofspatial 
interpolation in order to obtain nearly a regular grid (Karl, 1982), followed by the use ofa 
quadrature method to solve the integral Karhunen-Loeve equation. 
In many existing monitoring programs, the researcher has no control over the 
location of observation sites prior to the collection ofthe data, and as a result, the site 
dispersion usually may not capture the spatial variability ofthe process. However, when 
probability sampling designs are implemented, this lack ofcontrol over the spatial 
distribution ofthe process is no longer observed or it is at least, more controlled. This 
paper proposes a design-based EOF model, which incorporates the spatio-temporal 
information captured by the probability sampling design. It is expected this will result in 
a reduction ofthe numerical instability ofthe estimated eigenvectors induced by the 
spatial inconsistency due to placement ofthe monitoring sites. 
2.3. Theoretical Background. 
Let us assume that there is interest in studying a natural process, based on a series of 
observations over a specific region ofinterest, 1), for a period oftime, T. The objective is 
to model and reconstruct some properties ofthe underlying random process from an 
observed realization ofit. Data are collected repeatedly through time at a finite number of 8 
sites which are selected following a probability sample design that captures the spatial 
variability ofthe process. 
Let S = {SI' S2, ... , Sn  } be the sample ofsites S E V  selected according to a 
probability distribution from the set of  all possible samples of  size n. The sampling 
design is specified by the joint distribution ofthe sample locations, f(  SI, S2, ... , sn), the 
marginal probability distributions of Si, fi( s) i  =  1, ...n, and the joint distributions of  Si 
and Ski  fik(S,S')  i, k  =  1, ... , n.  All ofthese are assumed to exist and to be known 
(Stevens, 1997). From these specifications, the inclusion and the joint inclusion density 
functions are defined as: 
n 
7r(s)  =  Lfi(S) 
i=1 
and 
n  n 
7r(s,s')  =  L  Lfij(S, s') 
i=1  j=/=i 
respectively, and are assumed known and non-negative. 
Once the sample is selected, the sites are visited and revisited over a period oftime 
and the process is assumed observed without measurement error. Without loss of 
generality let us assume that the process ofinterest, X(t, s) where t  E T and S  E V,  IS a 
continuous, zero mean, bounded spatio-temporal real-valued random process with 
standard deviation equal one, such that it is also square integrable, that is 
X(t, s)  E L2(V x T): 
J  J  X(t, s)2dsdt < 00. 
TV 
Then by Mercer's Theorem (Adler, 1981), X(t, s) admits the infinite representation 
known as the Karhunen-Loeve expansion: 9 
00 
X(t, s)  =  L:Zk(t)<Pk(S)  (1) 
k=O 
where the double series converges absolutely and uniformly in mean square on a compact 
set contained in D x T. The <Pk( s) satisfy the following Fredholm second-kind 
homogeneous integral equation 
J Cx(s, s')<Pk(s')ds' = Ak<Pk(S) 
D 
where 
Cx(s, s') =  X(t, s)X(t, s') dt  J  
T 
is the covariance function of  the process. Cx (s, s') is a random functional, since it is a 
function of  any potential realization of  the random process at sites s and s'. The <P k  and 
Ak are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Cx (s, s'), respectively. It can be proved that 
the eigenvectors <Pk  satisfy the following orthogonality condition (Papoullis, 1995): 
J <pj(s) <Pk(S) ds = 8jk 
D 
and that the time series defined by 
Zk(t) =  X(t, s)'Pk(s)ds  (2) J 
D 
minimizes the following truncation error among all possible orthogonal basis sets 
(Basilevsky, 1994): 
J [X(t, s) - t,Zk(t)'Pk(S) r ds  (3) 
D  -10 
and satisfy: 
J Zj(t)Zk(t) dt =  AkDjk  (4) 
T 
I if j =  k 
where Djk  is the Kronecker's delta, Djk  =  . 
{  oif j  =I- k 
The truncated series ofthe EOF model in Equation (3) not only minimizes the mean 
squared error between the process and any linear function ofthe eigenvectors, but also 
reduces the dimension ofthe representation ofthe process. Equation (3) can also be 
interpreted as follows: after some value K, the tail ofthe Karhunen-Loeve expansion 
series in Equation (1) contains a non-significant amount ofvariance and a considerable 
amount of "noise". Therefore, to approximate the process with a finite sum that captures 
a determined proportion ofthe spatio-temporal variability and to achieve a specified 
accuracy in the model predictions it is enough to consider only the first K  terms ofthe 
expansion. The selection ofthe K  eigenvectors will be done following the approach 
discussed by Preisendorfer (1988). Once K  is determined, the stochastic process X(t, s) 
is approximated by 
X(t, s)  ~ L
K 
Zk(t)<Pk(S).  (5) 
k=O 
Observe that this model separates the observed variability into two components, a 
spatial component, <Pk(S), and a temporal component, Zk(t).  Each eigenvector, <pk, 
represents a pattern that contains information about the multivariate probability function 
ofthe underlying process, and it is referred in the multivariate literature as the kth mode 
ofvariability (Preisendorfer, 1988). A contour plot of<Pk  over the region V depicts the 11 
spatial distribution ofthe variance ofthe random process captured by the eigenvector 
(Barnett, 1977). 
2.4. The Design-based EOF Model. 
Design-based and model-based inference are two frameworks for addressing 
statistical questions. In the design-based approach, randomization is introduced in the 
selection of  the sample and measurement error does not exist (Thompson, 1992, p.2; 
Cressie, 1991, p.51; Hansen et.al., 1993; Stehman and Overton, 1995). Design-based 
inferences are mostly used in sample surveys because the target population is usually the 
same as that from which subjects are drawn. When the statistical analysis are based on 
assumptions on the probability distribution or the stochastic process, then the inference is 
referred as model-based inference (Kotz and Johnson, 1983). 
Assume from now on that {X(t, s) : s E S, t  E T} is a probability sample from a 
fixed but unknown function {X(t, s) : sED, t E  [0, oo)}. This assumption follows the 
design-based inference approach discussed in the survey-sampling literature. 
2.4.1. Theoretical Development. 
For each t E T  =  {I, 2, ...T}, an estimator of 
Zk(t) =  X(t, S)cpk(S) ds J 
D 
that incorporates the sampling design information is given by 
(6) 
where S={Sl' ... , sn}. 12 
The following Theorem establishes the design-unbiasedness of Zk (t). The proof is 
an extension of  Horvitz-Thompson estimation to the continuous domain. 
Theorem 1. 
For all values oft E T, the estimator Zk(t) is a design-unbiased estimator of Zk(t) 
provided 7r(8)  > 0 \f 8 E 1). 
Proof 
The assumption regarding the non-negativeness ofthe random process X(t, 8), 
ensures that by applying Fubini's Theorem the expected value can be expressed as a 
multiple integral. The assumption ofX (t, 8)  E L2 (1) x T), allows the interchangeability 
of summation and integration operations (Durret, 1996). 
It is important to point out that Zk(t) \f t E T, as an estimator of Zk(t), depends on 
the eigenvectors, 'Pk, ofthe continuous random process, which are unknown and must be 
estimated. To determine the values of'Pk. choose those vectors that maximize the 13 
covariance between Zj(t) and Zdt) which is depicted in the left hand side ofEquation 
(4), and will be denoted as Cz(j, k). 
Theorem 2. 
A design-unbiased estimator for Cz(j, k), is given by 
C (.  k)  =  '""" '"""  <pj( S)<Pk (s') C  (  ') z  ), 	 L  L  (  ')  X  S, S  . 
sES  s'ES  7r  S, S 
The proof of  this theorem is shown in the Appendix. Observe that the covariance 
function Cx(s, s') in Theorem 2 is unknown. However sample estimates,  CX(Si' Sj) 
are available at the observation sites, and are obtained as 
T 
C X(Si' Sj)  =  ~L[X(t, Si)  - X(., Si)][X(t, Sj)  - X(., Sj)] 
t=l 
T 
where X(., Sj)  =  ~LX(t,  Sj) is the temporal mean at location site Sj, VSj  E S. 
t=l 
Using a method ofmoment estimation procedure, substitute the design-unbiased 
estimator proposed in Theorem 2 at the left side of  Equation (4), obtaining the following 
eigenvalue equation: 
(7) 

or in matrix notation 
where M  is a positive definite symmetric matrix whose entries are M(Si' Sj) =  (((Si,SJ/
7r  8 1,8) 
where C x (Si' S  j) is the spatial sample covariance estimate and 7r(Si, Sj)  is the joint 
inclusion probability density function V Si,  S j  E S. 14 
Note that the left side ofEquation (7) depends on the number of  observation sites, 
on the sampling design used to select the sample points and on the lengths ofthe time 
records. Accuracy can be improved when the number of  sites is large, or when the 
distribution ofthe observation sites are more representative ofthe spatial variation of  the 
phenomena (Buell, 1971; North et. aI., 1982), which translates in having a sampling 
design that captures the spatio-temporal variability ofthe process. 
The values of  (j5k'  obtained as solutions ofthe eigenvalue problem,  maximize the 
variance of Zj(t) subject to the orthogonality condition. At the same time, the 
eigenvectors,  (j5k'  incorporate the information collected over time at all observation sites 
(through the sample estimates of  the covariance matrix), and the spatial structure through 
the inclusion ofthe sampling weights. 
Once the eigenvectors (j5k are found, the number K of  statistically significant 
eigenvectors are selected to achieve a specified accuray in the model predictions. The 
calculation ofthe estimators Zk(t) follows Equation (6). Finally, the design-based EOF 
model is obtained by substituting the estimators Z k  (t)  and the eigenvectors (j5k  in 
Equation (5), resulting in the following expression: 
X (t, s)  = L
K 
Zk(t)(j5k(S).  (8) 
k=l 
2.4.2. Reconstruction of Some Properties through the Design-based EOF Model. 
The expression of Zk(t) in Equation (2) suggests that this time series can be seen as 
the expected value of  the spatial mean process along the kth mode ofvariability 
(eigenvector) at time t, that is, 
(9) 15 
In particular, if  we assume that <Po (s) =  1 V s  E V, then 
Zo(t)  =  Ev[X(t, s)] 
estimates the trend function ofthe spatial average ofthe process. 
Another feature of  interest is the variability ofthe process at two different times, 
which can be estimated as follows. Iftl and t2 are two fixed points in time, then the 
"purely spatial covariance" ofthe process  is given by: 
CX(tl, t2)  =  EV[X(tl' S)X(t2' s)] 
= J X(tl' S)X(t2' s)ds 
v 
=  J  tuZk(t1)'Pk(S) t,Zu(t2)'Pu(s) ds 
v 
= tu t, Zk(t,) Zu(t2) J'Pk(8)'Pu(S) d8 
v 
CXJ  00 
= I:  I:  Zk(tl) Zu(t2) Oku 
k=l  u=O 
= I:
00 
Zk(tl) Zk(t2) 
k=l 
and can be estimated by 
CX(tl, t2)  = I:
K 
Z k(tl)Zk(t2)  (to) 
k=l 
where K  is the number of  non-zero significant eigenvectors. 
One ofthe summary statistics that provides more information with respect to 
detection of  spatial trends is the Spatial Cumulative Distribution Function (SCDF) 
(Majuere et.al., 1996). From the SCDF, it is possible to obtain all spatial moments and 
spatial quantiles (Aldworth and Cressie, 1997). 
The SCDF Fx,t at time t,  is defined as follows: 
Fx,t(z) =  I~I J J(X(t, s) ::;  z) ds  zEn 
v 16 
where IVI represents the area of  the region of  interest V  (Majuere et.al., 1996) and 
I(A) =  1 ifA is true and 0 otherwise. Observe that the SCDF by definition is a random 
functional ofthe random process X (t, s) at time t. A basic predictor of SCDF when V is 
a finite collection of  locations, is given by 
1 
FX,t(z)  =  -IVI LI(X(t, s) ::;  z)  zEn  (11) 
sED 
where IVI  =  L 1  (Aldworth and Cressie, 1997). 
sED 
We propose the following predictor of FX,t(z) at time t, which is a function ofthe 
spatio-temporal design-based EOF model, 
1 '" rv  (12) FX,t,EOF(Z)  =  -IVI ~I(X (t, s) ::;  z)  zEn 
sED 
where X (t, s) is the design-based EOF model. 
2.5. Illustrative Example. 
To illustrate the applicability ofthe model proposed, we use Sea Surface 
Temperature (SST) monthly means that have been collected from January 1947 to 
September 1983 at 225 points in the North Pacific. The data were made available by 
Dudley Chelton ofthe College of  Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences, Oregon State 
University. The data network is obtained from a grid ranging 200N to 600N and from 
1300E to 2500E, following a 5° latitude by 5° longitude pattern.  The data are given in 
degrees Celsius. Although this data set was not collected using probability sampling,  we 
plan to subsample and create a data set obtained by stratified random sampling over time 
and space from this fixed set of  sites. 
In the original 225 network points, some were located on land and therefore have 
missing values at all times during the period ofconsideration for the variable ofinterest. 17 
After eliminating these sites from the network, the data set reduced to 168 sites. Sites 
with missing values for more that 50% of  the total number oftime points (T =  441) were 
eliminated as well. With this final reduction, the data matrix was limited to 158 sites and 
441 time points. 
We used hierarchical cluster analysis to stratify the sites based on their geographical 
location. As a result ofthe cluster analysis, the network sites were classified in two strata, 
with sizes N}  = 75 and N2  = 83.  A sample of  stations was drawn independently from 
each strata using simple random sampling. The method of  creating strata among the 
population elements and selecting a random sample from each strata is known as 
stratification. This method often improves the estimator by reducing its variance 
compared with the estimator calculated assuming simple random sampling provided the 
variables used to create the strata are highly correlated with the variable of  interest. In our 
case, we only have access to a fixed set of  sites that were not randomly located from the 
region of  interest. We proceed to stratify this fixed number of  sites to obtain a set of 
weights needed to illustrate the model results. We will refer to this stratification 
performed in the network sites as a pseudo-stratification from now on. The spatial 
distribution ofthe available grid is shown in Figure 2.1. 
By assumption, the random process has zero mean and standard deviation equal one. 
Therefore the EOF analysis was conducted using the standardized anomalies: 
X*(t, s)  =  X(t, s) - X(s) 
as 
where the site mean, X (s ), and the site standard deviation, as, are calculated as follows: 
2:X(t, s) 
X(s) = t_ET__ _ 
N(s) 18 
and 
2: (X(t, s)  - X(S))2 
tET 
N(s) 
N(s) is the total number oftime points, for which the observation, X(t, s), is not missing 
at the site s. 
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Figure 2.1. Spatial Distribution of  Strata Sites. 
Once the data is standardized, the sample variance-covariance matrix, C  x (S, Sf)  is 
calculated as follows: 
N(s,s')
2:  X*(t, s)X*(t, Sf) 
Cx(S, Sf) 
t=l  (13)
N(s, Sf) 19 
N (s, s') is the total number of  observations for which the data points, X* (t, s) and 
X*(t, s'), are not missing at sites s and s', respectively. 
The presence ofmissing values in the data and its effect on the spectral 
decomposition ofCx ( s, s'), has been addressed with different approaches. A simple one 
is to eliminate the time point or the sites where the missing information occurs. This 
approach not only will reduce the data available but affect the precision ofthe estimators 
by increasing the instability ofthe numerical approximation ofthe eigenvectors. 
Cahalan et.al. (1996) propose two approaches to alleviate the problems ofmissing 
data. In the first one, the sample covariance is calculated using only the time points for 
which no missing values occurred simultaneously at each possible pair of  sites, so that, 
values of Cx(s, s') are calculated using different values of N(s, s') in Equation (13). 
The statistically correct form ofthe covariance is preserved with this calculation. 
However, the estimated variance-covariance matrix may lose its the positive definite 
property, so that its smallest eigenvalues may become negative, and cannot be considered 
meaningful variances for  EOFs. 
The second approach proposed by Cahalan et.al. (1996) consists ofreplacing the 
denominator of  (13) by T, the total number of  observations across time. The resulting 
variance covariance matrix has the positive definite property, but will slightly 
underestimate the covariance depending upon the number ofmissing values (Barnett, 
1977). Cahalan et.al. (1996) found no difference in the results with respect to the larger 
and significant eigenvectors when using the different approaches. 
Finally, another common approach is to replace the missing data by some spatial 
interpolation or spatio-temporal interpolation. This approach tends to minimize the 
natural heterogeneity ofthe process (Cahalan et.al., 1996, Barnet, 1977) resulting in a 
covariance matrix that does not completely represent the original process. 
For the application, we decided to use the two approaches presented by Cahalan et.al. 
(1996), and compare their effect, ifany, on the design-based EOF model. We consider 20 
several sample sizes ranging from 30 to 150. Samples were drawn from the fixed number 
ofnetwork sites available using a pseudo-stratified simple random sampling with 
proportional allocation. Each ofthe samples was standardized and the variance-
covariance matrix calculated using both approaches. The appropriate inclusion density 
and joint inclusion density functions were calculated, and the sample variance-covariance 
matrices were weighted, according to the selected sample design. Once the sample 
variance-covariance matrix was obtained, eigenvectors and eigenvalues were calculated. 
The number ofeigenvectors selected ranged between 8, for small sample sizes (n ~  60), 
to 15 in the case of  larger sample sizes (n > 60). We did not find meaningful variation in 
the spectra of  the variance-covariance matrices calculated from either methods used to 
account for the missing data. Zk (t) was estimated by using Equation (6). Finally, the 
design-based EOF model predictors were calculated using Equation (8). 
To evaluate the ability ofthe design-based EOF model to predict the observed 
values, the following statistic (Wikle and Cressie, 1997) was calculated at each site s in 
the sample 
(14) 

where X (ti' s) is the model predicted value ofthe process at time ti and station s and 
N (s) is the number of  time points for which X (ti, s) is not missing. The smaller the 
values of  the spatial averages of C R3( s), the better the predicted values (Wikle and 
Cressie, 1997). Observe that C R3 (s) is basically an indicator ofthe average precision of 
the model at each site. 
Following an argument in Robeson and Janis (1998), a modification of CR3(S), may 
be obtained to analyze the precision ofthe model across sites at specific time points. 
Since the data consists ofmonthly averaged means, this modified statistic was computed 21 
to assess the predictions ofthe design-based EOF model across sites at each month: 
(15) 

where Tji is the number oftime points that are not missing at site 8 j  and month i, 
i = 1, ... , 12 and j  = 1, ... , n. 
Another measure ofthe prediction ability ofa model at each site and time point is the 
Absolute Error, defined as: 
AE(X(t, 8))  =  IX(t, 8) - X(t, 8)1. 
where X(t, 8) is the predictor at time t and site 8, and X(t, 8) is the observed value of 
the process at the same site and time point. 
2.6. Results. 
To evaluate the predictive ability ofthe design-based EOF model we present the 
results of  the CR3(8) and AE(X(t, 8)) statistics. Graphical displays illustrate the 
predictions from the design-based EOF model over space and time. In the last subsection 
we address the reconstruction of  some ofthe properties of  the underlying random process 
by using the results of  the design-based EOF model. 22 
2.6.1. Graphical Displays to Evaluate Design-based EOF Model Predictors. 
Examination ofthe first two eigenvectors, which jointly explain about 80% of  the 
month to month SST variability, show rapid variations over small scales, as indicated by 
the dense number of  lines in the plots in Figure 2.2. This would imply that more patterns 
are needed to achieve higher accuracy. 
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Figure 2.2. First and Second Eigenvectors. 
A graphical way to evaluate the prediction ability of  the design-based EOF model is 
done by plotting the statistic against the spatial grid points. Such a plot is known as an 
error map.  Figure 2.3 is the contour of  the design-based EOF model predictor errors for a 
sample of size 90 following the second method proposed by Cahalan et. al. (1996). The 
values ofthe statistic CR3 on the plot, appear homogeneously distributed across the 23 
region of  interest, suggesting no considerable difference in the averaged site precision 
achieved among the two strata. We may anticipate that if  this uniform precision is 
achieved by the implementation ofthe pseudo-stratification method, a better resolution 
will be obtained ifthe monitoring network was initially selected by a probability 
sampling design and the inclusion probabilities, which capture the observed spatial 
variability ofthe process, were available at the moment ofthe analysis. 
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Figure 2.3. Error Map. 
In order to assess the precision of  the design-based EOF model across time,  Figure 
2.4 shows a plot ofthe spatially averaged CR3(i) for each month. These averages were 
calculated following Equation (15) and using all sites available. In this plot we see that 
better precision is achieved in the spring months. Although the curve shown in Figure 2.4 
appears to suggests a considerable difference in precision at different months, it is useful 24 
to observe that the variation ofthis measurement of  error from month to month is not 
very dramatic, less than 0.2. A factor that may be reducing the predictions from the 
model, is the presence ofmissing values at some stations (note these numbers provided in 
Figure 2.4).  The number ofmissing values found in the sample at each month ranges 
from 77 for April to 133 for July. 
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Figure 2.4. Spatial Monthly Mean Values ofCR3(s). 
2.6.2. CR3(s) Results. 
Table 2.1  shows the value ofthe statistic for each ofthe sample sizes selected for 
each ofthe two methods used to account for the missing data. The value of C R3 
decreases as the sample size increases, which implies that the prediction capabilities of 25 
design-based EOF model improves as the sample size increases. For sample sizes larger 
than 50 the errors are in average less than 1 (standardized units). The results from the two 
approaches did not show meaningful difference with respect to the values ofthe statistic. 
Table 2.1  Range and Mean Value of C R3 
Method 11  Method 22 
Sample 
Size  Range  Mean  Range  Mean 
30  1.02 - 3.21  1.89  1.03 - 3.24  1.90 
60  1.00 - 1.53  1.15  1.00 - 1.56  1.16 
90  0.75 - 0.94  0.82  0.79 - 0.93  0.84 
120  0.30 - 0.55  0.51  0.41  - 0.66  0.53 
140  0.30 - 0.54  0.40  0.30 - 0.55  0.41 
IVariable N(s) in Equation (13) 

2 Constant N (s) = 441 in Equation (13) 

2.6.3.  AE(X(t, Sj)) Results. 
Observe that the inclusion density and the joint inclusion densities ofthis example 
tend to 1 as sample size increases. When the limit is achieved, that is, when n equals the 
population size, N, the design-based EOF model is just a simple EOF analysis. 
It is of  interest to compare the predictions from a sample size that is less than N  to the 
EOF model using the entire population size, N. In Table 2.2 the Absolute Error for both 
the design-based EOF model using the arbitrary sample size equal 90 and a typical EOF 
analysis is calculated at different precision levels 0, where ° is a non-negative real 
rv  rv 
number defined such that IX (t, s) - X(t, s) I  ::; 0, and X  (t, s) is any predictor ofthe 
random process at site s and time t . 26 
The design-based EOF model seems to predict more consistently over time and space 
as compared to the simple EOF analysis. For example 79% ofthe values ofthe predictors 
based on the design-based EOF model differed in absolute value by 1.5 or less from the 
observed values, compared to 64% for the typical EOF model.  After fitting the design-
based EOF model for several sample sizes smaller than 90, we found out that if  we 
reduce the sample size to 73, we obtain almost the same distribution of AE(X(t, 8)) 
observed for the typical EOF analysis. 
Table 2.2.  Absolute Error for Design-based EOF and Typical EOF Models 
8
1  Design-based EOF Model  Typical EOF Model 
0.1  0.12  0.08 
0.3  0.31  0.23 
0.5  0.49  0.37 
0.7  0.63  0.49 
1.0  0.79  0.64 
1.5  0.94  0.82 
1.7  0.96  0.86 
2.0  0.98  0.92 
1 Absolute Error precision level: IX(t, 8) - X (t, 8) I ::; 8 
2.6.4. Reconstructing Properties of the Parental Distribution of  the Random 
Process. 
Figure 2.5 shows the empirical SCDF and the estimate of  the SCDF  using the 
predictors from the design-based EOF model at an arbitrary time t =  227. Using 
Equation (12), we could determine the regional mean ofthe SST anomalies, the regional 27 
variance, other spatial moments of  interest and other statistics which are based on the 
SCDF, such as the amount of  entropy in the region (Lahiri et a!., 1997). The design-based 
EOF model overestimates or underestimates some ofthe quantiles in an order less than 
0.05. 
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Figure 2.5. Empirical SCDF and Design-based EOF SCDF. 
Figure 2.6 illustrates the time covariability ofthe spatial process, calculated using 
Equation (10), for lag time equal 12, and considering the first 12 time points ofthe data 
set. Positive values of  (7X(tl, t2)  imply that at time tl and t2  =  tl + 12,  (one year later), 
the process had mostly the same direction, positive values (above O°C) or negative values 
(below O°C). Negative values of  (7x (tl' t2)  imply that one year later, the process 
presented values of standardized SST anomalies with opposite direction. Values near 28 
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zero, will represent almost no variation in magnitude and direction at all sites at times tl 
and t2. Similar plots can be constructed to study the variability ofthe spatial process at 
different lag times. 
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Figure 2.6. Covariability of X(t, 8) at lag time equals to one year. 
2.7. Conclusions. 
In this paper we proposed a design-based EOF model that incorporates the probability 
sample design information. An assumption to the application ofthis model is the 
existence of  a probability sampling design for the sites and measurements ofthe observed 
process over time at the same sites. Some existing environmental programs such as the 
Natural Resource Inventory and EPA's Environmental Monitoring Assessment Program 
have both ofthese requirements. Therefore, the procedures defined in this paper would be 
appropriate for these data. 29 
The numerical application presented showed an improvement in the predictions 
obtained by using the design-based EOF model as the sample size increases. This 
suggests that, for monitoring programs of  moderate sample size, the design-based EOF 
model can be used to estimate environmental improvement or decline of  the spatio­
temporal process of  interest by analyzing the estimated Spatial Cumulative Distribution 
Function provided by the model. For those monitoring programs that do not satisfy the 
assumption ofa probability sampling design prior to the location and selection ofthe 
sites, the results of  the example suggests that a spatial pseudo-stratification ofthe 
available network sites may provide good spatio-temporal predictors by using the design­
based EOF model. 
It is known that the simple EOF analysis has good predictability properties at the 
observation sites. In the results section we saw that the design-based EOF model, after 
taking advantage of  a pseudo-stratification, predicted better than the simple EOF analysis 
over time and space. This type of  result suggests that some sites could be eliminated from 
the sampling network in order to reduce cost, but still maintain the same desired precision 
achieved over space and time, when some type of  reasonable stratification is applicable. 
The pseudo-stratification used in this paper is one approach to incorporate the spatial 
characteristics of  the monitoring network to obtain the EOF basis functions. Another 
alternative could be based on a method known as the optimal weighting method (Bell, 
1986). This method is employed in Meteorology and combines the information about the 
distribution ofthe available sites and the type ofpredictor considered. If successful, the 
result is a set of  weights that capture the spatial variability of  the process of  interest over 
time. 30 
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2.9. Appendix. 34 
Proof of  Theorem 2. 
The expectation can be separated in two parts. The first one is calculated as: 
~~ !!'Pj(S)'Pk(S') C(  ') f  (  ') d  d  '  =  ~~  (')  S, S  il  S,S  S  S 
"=1  1-1-"  7r  S, S 
Z  rZ  D  D 
=!!'Pj(S)'Pk(S')C(  ')  (  ')d  d' ')  s, S  7r  S,S  S  S 
7r(S, S 
DD 
= !  !  'Pj(S) 'Pk(S')C(S, s') dsds' = AkDjk 
DD 
The second  term is given by: 35 
= tl  J<Pj(;~~)(S) C(S,S)Ji(s)ds = J<Pj(;~~)(S) C(s,s)1f(s)ds 
z- D  D 
=  J <pj(S)<Pk(S)C(S, s)ds 
D 
given that the process is assumed to be bounded and the orthogonality ofthe 
eigenvectors, this integral equals zero. That completes the proof of  unbiased  ness D. 36 
Chapter 3 

Auxiliary Information in the Design-based EOF Models  
Breda Muiioz-Hemandez, Virginia M. Lesser and Fred L. Ramsey 37 
3.1. Abstract. 
Random processes are monitored over space and time by a network of  stations 
distributed across a spatial region. Auxiliary information is often gathered not only at the 
stations but at other points across the region. The incorporation of  auxiliary information 
in some interpolation techniques has shown improvement on the interpolation results. 
The Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) model is a well-known eigenvector-based 
prediction technique, widely used in meteorology and oceanography for modeling the 
variability ofthe observed spatio-temporal random process. Similarity matrices are 
constructed using available auxiliary information and included in the EOF model to 
develop a spatial interpolation method. The resulting interpolation technique will be 
applied to a real data set and the results compared to ordinary kriging. 
Keywords: Spatio-temporal data analysis, similarity matrix, environmental monitoring, 
EOF models, interpolation techniques. 
3.2. Introduction. 
To model continuous spatio-temporal random processes, defined as X(t, 8), 
researchers developed analysis techniques that intend to capture the variability over space 
and time. These analysis techniques are used in order to model and understand the 
process, provide data reduction, prediction models and interpolation methods. 
Data used to fit these models are collected using a finite network of  sites, 
S  =  {81' ... , 8 n }, which are established in a region of  interest n with the purpose of 
monitoring a process. The distribution ofthe stations on n captures information about the 
spatial variability ofthe process. If  at each station, 8i  E S, data are collected over time, 
then information about the temporal variability may be incorporated in the model as well. 38 
Time and budget constraints limit the observation of  the process to the selected sites 
on S where the monitoring stations are placed. As the monitoring programs develop over 
time, many programs have incorporated new sites in the network. The increase in spatial 
coverage provides more information to be used for modeling techniques to describe the 
spatio-temporal variability of  the process. However, at the same time, a problem of 
missing data results due to the different initiation dates for the stations that belong to the 
network. A malfunctioning station causes another type ofmissing data associated with a 
station network. In order to account for missing data in the model and the desire to obtain 
estimates at non-coverage sites in n, researchers were motivated to develop spatial 
interpolation techniques.  Spatial interpolation refers to the ability of  a model to predict 
the value of  the random process X(t, 8*) at a fixed time t, for a given unsampled site 8* 
in n, using the observed sample sites or stations from the network S (Okabe et. al., 1992; 
Cressie, 1991; Willmott and Robeson, 1995). 
Spatial interpolation techniques are classified as global or local methods. The global 
method makes use of  all stations providing available data in the network S, while the 
local method uses only selected nearby stations that have available information. The local 
interpolation methods often identify a unique subregion of n in the vicinity ofthe 
unobserved site, 8*. The information provided by the network stations that delimitate this 
specific subregion is used to calculate the interpolated value of  the process at 8*. Other 
spatial interpolation methods extend the concept above by incorporating stations that are 
located in nearby subregions (Okabe et. al., 1992; Watson and Philip, 1987). 
Many ofthe spatial interpolation techniques calculate the interpolated value at the 
unobserved site 8* as a weighted sum ofthe data collected at the network stations, 
X(8*, t) = LW(8,8*)X(8, t)  (1) 
8 
where W(8,8*) denotes the weight for station 8  related to the unobserved site 8*, and 
X (8, t) denotes the observed value at site 8 at fixed time t (Okabe et. al., 1992). 39 
Determination of  the weights varies among different methods. For example, weights used 
in kriging are based upon the semivariogram, which models the spatial variation on the 
process as a function of  the station separation distances (Cressie, 1991; Robeson, 1997). 
Another method, inverse distance weighting, is a simple and popular spatial interpolation 
method whose weights are proportional to the inverse of  the distance, which can be 
planar or spherical, between the unsampled site and the stations.  The neighborhood­
based interpolation technique is another interpolation method that utilizes weights that are 
based on neighborhood coordinates (Robeson, 1997, Watson and Phillip, 1987, Willmott 
and Robeson, 1995). The neighborhood coordinate system relates the position ofany site 
in R with each station in the network creating natural neighborhood regions. The weights 
for the neighborhood-based interpolation technique are proportional to the areas ofthese 
neighborhood regions (Watson and Phillip, 1987; Okabe et. aI., 1992). 
All spatial interpolation methods mentioned above rely on the assumption that nearby 
sites tend to be more similar (high spatial correlation in terms ofthe random process of 
interest) than sites more distant from each other. Therefore, local interpolation estimates 
are based on observations ofthe monitored process at the nearby network stations and 
results depend on the between-station variability. This between-station variability is 
affected by the density ofthe network and may cause a reduction in the precision ofthe 
estimates. 
The availability ofauxiliary variables highly correlated with the random process of 
interest, and observed at a regional level, motivated researchers to attempt their 
incorporation into known interpolation methods (Willmott and Matsuura, 1995; Daly et. 
aI.,  1994; Robeson, 1997; Willmott and Robeson, 1995). Their objective was to reduce 
the between-station variability and improve the results of  the interpolation techniques. 
In this paper, a technique is introduced that incorporates auxiliary information in the 
Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) model. The EOF model is a technique used to 
model the spatio-temporal random process. This analysis technique does not require any 40 
assumption on the distribution or the variance-covariance matrix of  the random process 
(Obled and Creutin, 1986). The EOF model incorporates the spatio-temporal variability 
ofthe process captured by the network of  stations. It is a popular analysis technique used 
in Meteorology and Oceanography for modeling as well as for data reduction. The 
design-based EOF model, proposed by Munoz-Hernandez et. al. (1999), is a modification 
to the usual EOF model analysis formulated under the assumption that a probabilistic 
sampling design was used to select the monitoring network sites. The spatial variability 
ofthe process is captured by the inclusion and joint inclusion density functions that 
characterized the probability sampling design involved in the location ofthe sites. The 
incorporation of  the density functions into the EOF model reduces the instability in the 
calculations ofthe eigenvectors caused by the use ofthe finite network of stations. 
We propose to include auxiliary information in the design-based EOF model and 
illustrate how this prediction model can also be considered for spatial interpolation 
purposes. Based on the auxiliary information, network sites that exhibit more similar 
attributes with the unobserved site 8* will be selected for the interpolation analysis. 
Under the assumption that the auxiliary variables are highly correlated with the random 
process, we will expect that the outcome ofthe random process at the unobserved site 8* 
will also be similar. A measure for this resemblance is called the coefficient of  similarity. 
This coefficient takes values between 0 and 1. A coefficient with a higher value reflects a 
higher similarity between the two sites. When calculating this coefficient for all possible 
sites in the network, a real positive definite similarity matrix is obtained, defined as R 
hereafter. 
Approaches to calculate similarity coefficients depend whether the variables under 
consideration are categorical or continuous. (Gower, 1971; Everitt, 1993). Depending on 
the objective ofthe study and/or the numerical type ofthe variables, one method may be 
more appropriate than another. For example, in determining whether a site is polluted or 
not, the usual similarity coefficients associated with categorical variables will not capture 41 
completely the imprecision or fuzziness involved in the description. Standard similarity 
coefficients will measure whether the site is polluted or not polluted. One alternative 
similarity measure that captures this imprecision of  fuzziness is based in fuzzy set theory. 
The fuzzy set theory approach derives similarity matrices from fuzzy andlor precise data. 
This approach takes advantage ofthe assumption that auxiliary variables observed over 
the whole region of  interest show a smooth variation from site to site, leading to more 
realistic similarity coefficients  (Leung, 1988). This theory is being used for classification 
purposes in fields such as Engineering (luang et. al., 1996), Computer Science (Guerra 
and Loslever, 1993), Medicine (Erickson et. al., 1994; Duckstein et. al., 1995), Nutrition 
(Hersh and Caramazza, 1976; Wirsam and Uthus, 1996) and Geology (Fang, 1997). 
In sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we introduce the EOF model and the design-based EOF 
model. We consider several ways to calculate similarity matrices according to the type of 
data available. Interpolation weights for the design-based EOF model are defined in 
section 3.4. In Section 3.5.1, we describe the data set that will be use for illustrative 
purposes and the results ofapplying the proposed interpolation technique. Results are 
then compared to those obtained by applying ordinary kriging. 
3.3.1. The Empirical Orthogonal Functions Model. 
Assume that a continuous, non-negative random process, X(t, 8) is observed at n 
different sites or locations in a region of  interest V. Assume that a probability sampling 
design was adopted in the selection ofthe sites and that the data is collected at each 
station at periodic intervals in time. 
One ofthe methods available to analyze spatio-temporal data that does not require 
any assumption on the covariance matrix or on the variogram is the EOF model (Obled 
and Creutin, 1986). Under regular conditions, the random field X (t, 8) can be expanded 
as the double convergent series: 42 
00 
X(t, s) = 	LZk(t)'Pk(S)  (2) 
k=O 
where 'Pk ( s) constitutes an orthogonal set of  functions that captures the spatial variability 
ofthe process and are the solutions to the following second order Fredholm integral 
equation 
J C(s, s')'Pk(s')ds' =  Ak'Pk(S) 	 (3) 
V 
where 
C(s, s') =  X(t, s)X(t, s')dt J 
T 
is the covariance function ofthe process. Equation (2) is known as the Karhunen-Loeve 
expansion. Observe that 'Pk(s) and Ak constitute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues ofthe 
integral Equation (3), respectively. 
The random variable Zk(t), k =  1, ... , that captures the time variability ofthe 
process, is defined as: 
Zk(t) = J X(t, s)'Pk(s)ds 	 (4) 
D 
and satisfies 
J Zj(t)Zk(t)dt =  Akbjk  (5) 
T 
where bjk 	=  1 ifj  =  k and 0 otherwise. 
Researchers have proposed different methods to numerically solve Equations (3) and 
(4). Some numerical solutions proposed are based on some type ofquadrature method 
(Buell, 1978) or the consideration ofspline basis functions (Obled and Creutin, 1986; 
Wikle, 1995). Quadrature based methods approximate the continuous integral by a finite 43 
sum that accounts for the area of  the region of  interest. Methods based on spline functions 
propose a specific set offunctions as a basis for the functional space where the random 
process is observed. The original random process is then interpolated using these basis 
functions. This approach leads to a weighted eigenvector problem, whose solutions are 
easily found. The eigenvectors ofthe original process are linear combinations ofthe basis 
set elements. 
Another feature to address in spatio- temporal analysis methods is the effect ofthe 
spatial distribution ofthe network stations in the estimation process. If  a probabilistic 
sample of  sites was selected, then the spatial distribution of  the process is captured by the 
sampling design and incorporated in the analysis by the inclusion probabilities functions. 
This idea is presented in the design-based EOF models we proposed in an earlier paper 
(Munoz-Hernandez et. al., 1999). 
3.3.2. The Design-based Empirical Orthogonal Functions. 
Let S  =  {Sl' ... , sn} be a set ofsites selected using a probability sampling design. 
Assume that the random process X (t, s)  is observed at these stations for a period oftime 
T. Let n(s) and n(s,s') denote the inclusion density function at site s and the joint 
inclusion density function for sites s and s', respectively. The design-based EOF model 
is determined by first solving the following eigenvector problem, which is the result of 
the application ofa method ofmoments approach to solve Equation (5), 
C~=A~  (6) 
where the (i, j) element ofthe matrix  C  is defined as  C((8~,8J)) ,C(Si, s)")  is the (i, j)-entry
7r  8,,8J 
ofthe sample covariance matrix, n(Si, Sj) is the joint inclusion density function for sites 
Si and Sj, ~  is a matrix with its ith column equal to the ith eigenvector ofC, and A is a 44 
diagonal matrix where the ith diagonal entry is the eigenvalue corresponding to the ith 
eigenvector. 
The solution ofthe eigenvector problem provides a total ofn (the number ofnetwork 
stations) eigenvectors. After selecting K  (K < n) eigenvectors that retained more than 
90% ofthe total variability ofthe process, (A, k =  1, ... ,K, the unbiased estimator of 
the random variables Zk(t) is computed as follows: 
(7) 
The design-based EOF model is then obtained as: 
K 
X(s, t) =  LZk(t)'Pk(S).  (8) 
k=l 
3.4. Similarity Matrices. 
3.4.1. Standard Classification and Fuzzy Set Approaches. 
Assume that S =  {Sl' ... , sn} is a collection ofsites for which values ofp auxiliary 
variables, Yi, ... , Yp, were recorded. We can calculate a degree ofresemblance or 
similarity coefficient, denoted as rijk. between two sites Si and Sj with respect to the kth 
auxiliary variable. This coefficient ranges between 0 and 1. Values close to 1 denote high 
similarity or resemblance between the two sites, Si and Sj, with respect to the kth 
auxiliary variable. Values close to 0 denote low similarity between the two sites Si and Sj 
with respect to the kth auxiliary variable. 45 
Calculation ofthe similarity coefficient varies depending on the nature of  the 
auxiliary variable considered. A review ofsimilarity measures can be found in Legendre 
and Legendre (1983). Ifthe auxiliary variable is dichotomous (say presence and absence), 
Gower (1971) defined a similarity measure, rijk, as 
ifthe characteristic is present in both sites 
r' 'k  _  {  1
tJ  - 0  (9)
otherwise 
if  the kth auxiliary variable is a multinomial, define 
I  if  both sites have the same value 
(10)
rijk =  {  0  otherwise 
and ifthe kth auxiliary variable is quantitative, the calculations of  the similarity 
coefficient is done by measuring the distance or dissimilarity, dijb between two sites. 
Distance is defined as a measure of  the difference in the auxiliary variables between two 
sites. These quantities are converted into similarity coefficients, denoted rijk =  1 - dtjk. 
Some distance measures, such as the Euclidean and Manhattan distances, do not have an 
upper limit. Moreover, the dissimilarity between two sites calculated using these distance 
measures increases as the number ofauxiliary variables increases and thus, the similarity 
coefficient does not satisfy the restriction ofbeing less than one. For quantitative 
variables, the dissimilarity between sites Si and S j  with respect to the kth variable is 
calculated as (Gower, 1971): 
(11) 
were range(xk) is the range ofthe kth auxiliary variable considering all network sites. 46 
When more than one auxiliary variable is available, it is ofinterest to summarize for 
each pair of  sites all the information provided by the different similarity coefficients 
calculated for each auxiliary variable. Sometimes the calculations ofthe similarity 
measure between two sites with respect to one auxiliary variable, rijk, is not possible as 
the result ofmissing information. To address this problem, define an indicator variable 
Oijk, as 1, if  the comparison was possible between sites 8i and 8 j  with respect to the kth 
auxiliary variable, and 0 otherwise. Next, define the similarity or resemblance coefficient 
of  8i and 8 j  with respect to the p auxiliary variables as the sum of similarities divided by 
the number of  auxiliary variables for which there is information available in both sites 
(Gower, 1971; Legendre and Legendre, 1983) 
p
l:Oijkrijk 
k=l 
rij = --p-- for i, j  =  1, ... ,n.  (12) 
l:Oijk 
k=l 
Define a similarity matrix, JR., as the matrix with entries rij' The similarity matrix JR. is a 
real symmetric positive definite matrix whose entries take values between 0 and 1, and 
reflect the degree ofresemblance or similarity between sites with respect to the p 
auxiliary variables. 
Another method to calculate similarity coefficients and similarity matrices is based on 
fuzzy set theory which was introduced by Zadeh in 1965. In this theory, Zadeh defines 
the degree ofbelonging ofan object to a set. This theory addresses the uncertainty that 
arises when objects are classified in groups according to observed outcomes ofrandom 
variables. In fuzzy set theory, sets have no rigid boundaries, and therefore, elements can 
be classified as elements "in some degree" ofmany sets (Dubois and Prade, 1980). 
When standard classification approaches are used, sites are classified in one group 
based on similarity coefficients. However, many sites have similar outcomes with respect 
to auxiliary variables, but yet are grouped with different sites (Hendricks et. al., 1997). 47 
Fuzzy set theory recognizes transitions in the auxiliary variable observed at the regional 
level where sites partially belong to different groups. It takes advantage ofthe similarities 
in the values of  the auxiliary variables of  the sites and exploits the imprecise nature of 
some characteristics (Leung, 1988). 
The calculation of  a fuzzy similarity measure requires the researcher to define a priori 
fuzzy sets based on the p auxiliary variables.  Observe that one auxiliary variable, for 
example elevation, may generate two or more fuzzy sets. For example, low elevation, 
medium elevation and high elevation are three fuzzy sets that can be defined for 
elevation. The number of  fuzzy sets depends on the nature ofthe auxiliary variable. 
Each fuzzy set Y  is characterized by a continuous function called a membership 
function, /-Ly, that takes values on the interval [0,1]. A membership function value ofO 
denotes the element is not a member of  the fuzzy set Y, values between ° and 1 represent 
some degree of  membership, while a value of I implies the element is a member of  Y  in 
the same sense of  classic set theory. 
Assume that m fuzzy sets, Yi., ... , Ym , are generated from the p auxiliary variables. 
After the m fuzzy sets and the membership functions are defined, the similarity 
coefficient of  sites Si and Sj with respect to the m fuzzy sets is calculated as: 
(13) 
where dijk =  I/-LYk (Si) - /-LYk( Sj) I, and Yi., ... ,  Ym  are the m fuzzy sets defined using the 
p auxiliary variables. 48 
3.4.2. Interpolation. 
Assume that s* is an unsampled site located in the region of  interest Rand 
{ S1, ... , sn} are the network sites. After constructing a similarity matrix for the sites 
{s*, S1, ... ,sn} by using either ofthe two methods described above, the interpolation 
weights are calculated for each site Si in the sample and the unobserved site s* as the 
following ratio 
(14) 
where Ti,*  denotes the similarity between the network site Si and the unobserved site s*. 
Note that the interpolation weights take values between 0 and 1 and gives more 
contribution in the interpolation process to those sites in the sample, more similar to s*. 
Define the interpolated process at the site s* and time t, as: 
n 
X (s*, t)  =  L:X(Si'  t)W(Si' s*).  (15) 
i=1 
where X(Si' t) is the predicted design-based EOF model at site Si and time t defined in 
Equation (8) and w( Si, s*) is the interpolation weight for the network site Si and the 
unobserved site s* . 
3.5.1. Description of  the Data. 
Natural forces and human intervention influences the chemical climatology ofthe 
earth. Air pollutants occur as gases (for example: ozone, 0 3), vapors (for example: nitric 
acid, HN03) and particles (for example: dust) (Legee and Krupa, 1990). Fine particles are 
mostly produced by chemical reactions in the atmosphere as the result ofnatural sources 
such as the volcanoes, the ocean floor, soils, and vegetation, or by man-made sources. 
Once the pollutant is emitted into the atmosphere it is deposited continuously onto the 49 
surface as dry deposition. Meteorological conditions transport the pollutants from a few 
to thousands of  miles (Legee and Krupa, 1990). 
Accurate long term measurements ofdry deposition are difficult and expensive to 
make since they require frequent on-site supervision, special instruments and quality 
technical resources (Clarke et. aI., 1997). For these reasons, inferential models are 
preferred and commonly used alternatives to direct measurement. For example, a model 
for dry deposition usually incorporates information collected on wind speed, chemical 
concentration measurements and an estimation of  the contribution ofthe physiological 
functions of  plants in the process, which is based on environmental conditions and 
vegetation parameters (Pleim et.al., 1999; Clarke et. aI., 1997). Using data collected from 
the Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTnet), dry deposition data have been 
predicted by the United States (US) Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) using the 
Big Leaf model in the past, and currently the Multilayer model. CASTnet, originally 
called the National Dry Deposition Network (NDDN), is a monitoring program 
established in 1986 by EPA to characterize dry deposition patterns and trends across the 
United States. 
The Multilayer model is a modification ofthe Big Leaf model, that treats the canopy 
not as a one-dimensional surface but as a multidimensional one. Moreover, the multilayer 
model incorporates the effect of  environmental variables on the vegetation (Clarke et.al., 
1997; Holland et.al., 1999). However, annual and seasonal dry deposition fluxes 
calculated using both models do not differ significantly (Clarke et.al., 1997). 
Data used in this illustration consist of  weekly atmospheric sulfur dioxide (S02) dry 
deposition calculated using the Multilayer model for CASTnet from 1987 to 1998.  When 
CASTnet started in 1987, only 14 sites were measuring variables to estimate dry 
deposition (Holland et. aI., 1999), while there were 49 sites in 1990. Most ofthe sites are 
located in eastern US and only 9 are located in the western US (Clarke et. aI., 1997). Five 
auxiliary variables were available: latitude, longitude, elevation (meters), land use 50 
described as agricultural, range, forested and suburban and type of  terrain classified as 
complex (local ground slopes greater than 15°), rolling (local ground slopes between 5° 
and 15°), flat and mountain-top (Clarke et.al., 1997). Site information is presented in 
Table 3.1. The data were made available by Dr. Henry Lee ofthe Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), Corvallis, Oregon. 
3.5.2. Analysis of  the Data. 
CASTnet site locations were not selected using a probabilistic sampling design. 
Therefore in order to apply the design-based EOF model, the sites were stratified and a 
simple random sample was taken from the fixed number of sites available at each strata. 
This approach was used by Munoz-Hernandez et. al. (1999) to illustrate the applicability 
ofthe design-based EOF model to monitoring programs that do not use probability 
sampling designs to select the sites. Five strata were constructed using a hierarchical 
cluster analysis based on the five variables available. The sizes ofthe five strata were 11, 
9,4, 11  and 14. The network map ofthe CASTnet sites is given in Figure 3.1. 
Analysis will be performed using the whole network of  sites and separately using 
only the sites located in eastern US. A random sample of  size about 61 % of the total 
number of sites considered was drawn using proportional allocation with the objective of 
obtaining a representative sample of  CASTnet sites. To eliminate any possible spatial 
trend the time mean was removed from each network site. These zero mean data were 
then normalized as follows: 
X*(t, s)  =  X(t, s) - X(s) 
O"s 51 
Table 3.1. CASTnet Site Information!. 
Site name  Latitude  Longitude  Elevation  Land2 use  Terrain type 
RCK163  43.2  116.7  1198  a  rolling 
PRK134  45.2  90.6  472  a  rolling 
SND152  34.2  85.9  352  a  rolling 
GAS153  33.1  84.4  270  a  rolling 
PSU106  40.7  77.9  378  a  rolling 
ARE  128  39.9  77.3  269  a  rolling 
SPDll1  36.4  83.8  361  a  rolling 
MCK131  37.7  85.0  353  a  rolling 
VIN140  38.7  87.4  134  a  rolling 
DCP114  39.6  83.2  265  a  rolling 
OXF122  39.5  84.7  284  a  rolling 
WPB104  41.3  74.0  203  f/s  complex 
ANL146  41.7  87.9  229  f/s  flat 
BELl16  39.0  76.8  46  s/a  flat 
ASH135  46.6  68.4  235  a  flat 
BVL130  40.0  88.3  212  a  flat 
ALH157  38.8  89.6  164  a  flat 
UVL124  43.6  83.3  201  a  flat 
LYK123  40.9  83.0  303  a  flat 
SAL133  40.8  85.6  249  a  flat 
SAV164  41.2  115.8  1873  r  rolling 
PND165  42.9  109.7  2388  r  rolling 
GTH161  38.9  106.9  2926  r  complex 
CNM167  32.0  109.3  1570  r  complex 
WFM105  44.3  73.8  570  f  complex 
WST109  43.9  71.7  258  f  complex 
COW137  35.0  83.4  686  f  complex 
PARI 07  39.0  79.6  510  f  complex 
LRL117  40.0  79.2  615  f  complex 
CDR119  38.8  80.8  234  f  complex 
LCW121  37.1  82.9  335  f  complex 
GNP168  48.5  114.0  963  f  complex 
GCN174  36.0  112.1  2073  f  complex 
UIN162  40.5  110.3  2500  f  complex 
CNT169  41.3  106.1  2579  f  complex 
SUM156  30.1  84.9  14  f  flat 
ANA115  42.4  83.9  267  f  flat 
WEL149  44.2  85.8  295  f  flat 
---~~- .------~----, _._.-._._­
1Clarke et. al. (1997). p.3670-3671. 

2a = Agricultural; f = forested; r = range; s = suburban. 
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1Cla~ke et. al. (1997). p.3670-3671. 

2a =  Agricultural; f =  forested; r =  range; s =  suburban  . 
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....  Strata 2,  N2=9 
•  Strata 3,  N3=4 
•  Strata 4,  N4=11 
T  Strata 5,  N5=14 
Table 3.1.1 (Continued) 
Site name  Latitude  Longitude  Elevation 
PNF126  36.0  81.9  1219 
SHN118  38.5  78.4  1073 
VPI120  37.3  80.5  920 
CTH110  42.4  76.6  515 
KEF 112  41.6  78.7  622 
MKGl13  41.4  80.1  384 
CAD150  34.1  93.1  71 
CVL151  34.0  89.8  134 
PED108  37.1  78.3  146 
CND125  36.1  82.0  198 
ESP127  36.0  85.7  302 
Land2 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
use  Terrain type 
mountain-top 
mountain-top 
mountain-top 
rolling 
rolling 
rolling 
rolling 
rolling 
rolling 
rolling 
rolling 
Figure 3.1. Dry deposition CASTnet Sites. 53 
where the site mean, X (s), and the site standard deviation, as, are calculated as: 
2:X(t, s) 
X(s) =  t_E_T__ 
N(s) 
and 
2: (X(t, s) - X(s))2 
tET 
N(s) 
N(s) is the total number of  time points, for which the observation, X(t, s), is not missing 
at the site s. The sample variance-covariance matrix, C(s, s') is calculated as: 
N(s,s') 
2:  X*(t, s)X*(t, s') 
C(s, s') =  ----'--t=_l'------_--,----_-,----__ 
N(s, s') 
where N (s, s') is the total number of  observations for which the data points, X* (t, s) 
and X*(t, s'), are not missing at sites sand s', respectively. The matrix C is calculated as 
specified before and the eigenvector problem in Equation (6) is solved. After determining 
K  (K ~  n) non-zero significant eigenvectors, expressions for Zk(t) and the design­
based EOF model predictors are calculated using Equations (7) and (8), respectively. 
To implement the interpolation model using auxiliary variables, we calculated the 
similarity matrices using Gower and the fuzzy set approaches described in Equations (12) 
and (13), respectively. Similarity matrices based on Gower approach were calculated 
using four and five of  the auxiliary variables displayed in Table 3.1. Equation (10) was 
used to calculate the similarity measure with respect to the categorical variables, land use 
and terrain. The similarity measure in Equation (11) was used to calculate similarities 
among the sites with respect to the continuous variables, elevation, latitude and longitude. 
Finally, similarity coefficients were calculated following Equation (12). 54 
Calculation ofa fuzzy similarity matrix requires the definition offuzzy sets and their 
corresponding membership functions. From exploratory analysis, three fuzzy sets were 
defined for longitude, latitude and elevation. The variable type ofterrain was not 
considered in the calculations of  the fuzzy similarity matrix based on insufficient 
information regarding each ofthe code definitions. We considered the following 
continuous membership function for each fuzzy set Y  defined for any ofthe variables 
latitude, longitude and elevation using Bobrowicz et.al. (1990): 
f.Ly  : R  -+ [0,1] 
(16) 
where a, band c characterize f.Ly  by satisfying the following: 
f.Ly( c)  =  1 
f.Ly(c - ~) = f.Ly(c + ~) = 0.5  (17) 
and b determines the shape ofthe function. This membership function was selected based 
on the assumption that auxiliary variables range smoothly over the whole region R. 
Figure 3.2 shows the membership functions for auxiliary variables latitude, longitude and 
elevation. Three fuzzy sets were defined from the information on the auxiliary variable 
land use. The membership function for each fuzzy set was defined as a step function that 
takes values 0.25,0.5 and 1, depending on the relation among the codes available. The 
fuzzy similarity matrix was calculated using Equation (13). 
Weights were calculated for both the Gower and fuzzy set approaches using Equation 
(14). A sample ofsites ofabout 61 % of  the two sets ofsites considered was selected at 
random to fit the design-based EOF model. Interpolation values for the non-selected sites 
were obtained at selected time points. 55 
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Figure 3.2. Membership Functions. 
Interpolation results from the design-based EOF model are compared to those 
obtained using ordinary kriging. All models were fit using the same samples drawn from 
the whole network (49 sites) and from a subset of  sites consisting ofthose sites located in 
eastern US (40 sites). Twenty-five time points with no missing data were selected among 
the 381  available for interpolation purposes. Selection oftime points without missing 
data is a restriction imposed by the spatial statistics module of Splus. 
Kriging is an optimal linear spatial interpolation method very popular in geostatistics. 
Kriging is optimal among the linear predictors in the sense that it is unbiased and has 
minimum variance for the prediction error. However, kriging requires modeling the 
covariance matrix or the variogram. This model is a function that assumes the variability 
ofthe process can be expressed as some function ofthe distance. Ordinary kriging is 56 
basically a weighted linear combination ofobserved sites, used for the prediction of 
unsampled sites. The weights are selected to ensure the average error ofthe model is zero 
and the modeled error variance is minimum. Cokriging is an extension ofkriging that 
incorporates auxiliary variables for prediction purposes by minimizing the mean-squared 
prediction error ofthe covariance (Cressie, 1991). There is no general formulation of 
cokriging in terms of  cross-variograms or a general simplistic matrix approach to solve 
the cokriging equations. Matrix formulation of  cokriging can be found in the literature, 
however Cressie (1991) warns that some of  the matrix formulations lead to incorrect 
cokriging equations. Due to the complicated algebra involved in solving a cokriging 
equation and the necessity to try to model the covariance, we decide to only use the 
ordinary kriging as the spatial interpolation model to compare with the predictions results 
from the design-based EOF model. 
Exploratory data analysis was performed separately for each of  the 25 time points. It 
was concluded, based on the small sample, that a spherical variogram captured the broad 
structure of  the observed spatial dependence. The shape of  the variograms appeared to be 
similar for all considered time points . 
F  or a quantitative measure ofthe ability of  a model to predict in space and time we 
considered the following statistic (Wikle and Cressie, 1997) 
CR3(S) =  (18) 
where X (ti' s) is the model predicted value ofthe process at time ti and site s and N (s ) 
is the number oftime points for which X (ti' s)  is not missing. The smaller the values of 
the spatial averages ofC R3 (s), the better the predicted values. CR3 (s) is basically an 
indicator ofthe average precision ofthe model at each site. 
Table 3.2 shows the validation statistic, CR3, for the design-based EOF model 
obtained with  the three similarity matrices, Gower (EOF G5 and EOF G4) and fuzzy set --- ------------------------------------
57 
(EOF F4), and the ordinary kriging results. EOF G4 denotes the design-based EOF model 
that incorporates only four auxiliary variables: latitude, longitude, elevation and land use 
by means of  a similarity matrix calculated using Gower's approach. The fuzzy model 
interpolation results are denoted by EOF F4 and consider the same four auxiliary 
variables. By EOF G5 we denote the interpolation results based in Gower's approach that 
incorporates all five auxiliary variables available. Reduced information regarding the 
variable terrain type made impossible the definition of  a proper fuzzy similarity measure, 
and the comparison between an EOF F5 and a EOF G5 model results. Observe that 
design-based EOF (EOF  G4, EOF G5 and EOF F4) model approaches performed better 
than ordinary kriging (OK). A small difference is observed among the design-based 
prediction results for the different choices of  similarity matrix. Observe that there was no 
significant difference in the performance ofthe model using the Gower method for the 
two sets of  auxiliary variables. This suggests that type of  terrain has little effect 
explaining the spatial variability ofthe random process of  interest. 
Table 3.2. CR3 for the Design-based EOF (EOF G4, EOF G5 and EOF F4) Models 
and Ordinary Kriging (OK) Analysis on CASTnet Dry Deposition Data. 
EOF G51 
Whole data  0.3043  0.3042  0.405  1.272 
Eastern data  0.1594  0.1596  0.208  0.942 
1Auxiliary variables used: latitude, longitude, elevation, use of  land and terrain type. 

2Auxiliary variables used: latitude, longitude, elevation and use of  land. 

3Do not incorporate auxiliary variables. 

A better performance for all four models is observed when considering only the 40 
sites in the eastern US. Since the variability among the auxiliary variables is smaller for 
this region of  the US as compared to the entire data, better results in all these models are 58 
expected ifadditional information from auxiliary variables considered known to have 
influence in dry deposition of S02 is available  (Clarke et. aI., 1997; Holland et.aI., 1999). 
3.6. Conclusions. 
The incorporation of  covariates into the design-based EOF modelled to good space­
time interpolation results. Small differences were observed in the results obtained by the 
two approaches used to develop the similarity matrices. The choice ofthe similarity 
matrix approach to use in  the EOF model incorporating covariates would be based on the 
nature of  the covariates available. If some ofthe covariates are ofa non-precise nature, 
then the fuzzy set approach should be considered. The fuzzy set approach requires the 
specification offuzzy sets and membership functions, which depend on the type of 
available auxiliary variables. Unfortunately, there is no specific rules for the 
determination of  fuzzy sets and membership function. 
The design-based EOF model can be considered as an alternative for spatial 
prediction not only for monitoring programs in environmental science but also for any 
lattice data where spatial data analysis is performed. 
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Chapter 4  
A Weighting System for a Design-based EOF Model  
Breda Mufioz-Hermindez, Virginia M. Lesser and Fred L. Ramsey 63 
4.1. Abstract 
One ofthe techniques to analyze spatio-temporal random process data from a 
monitoring program is the Empirical Orthogonal Function Model (EOF). To account for 
the problem induced in the calculations ofthe EOF caused by the spatial distribution of 
the finite network, researchers consider different weighting systems or quadrature 
functions when solving the integral equations involved. One solution to this problem is 
the design-based EOF model. The design-based EOF model relies on the assumption that 
a probability sampling design was used to select the network site locations. The sampling 
probability weights incorporated to the EOF model account for the spatial distribution of 
the sites in the network, reducing any inconsistency in the estimators generated by the 
finite network. Since many established monitoring programs do not use probability 
sampling, a method to account for the spatially distributed sites needs to be considered. 
Two approaches to consider are an optimal weighting method and a stratification of  the 
total number of  network sites available. 
Keywords: EOF model, monitoring programs, stratification, optimal weighting. 
4.2. Introduction. 
Many ofthe existing monitoring programs do not collect their data using probabilistic 
sampling designs. Instead, they rely mostly on a sparse irregular network of  sites. The 
placement ofthese sites on an irregular grid may be the result ofmany factors, such as the 
accessibility to the site, financial constraints and political reasons. For example, most of 
the sites used to monitor global temperature, are located in the developed regions ofthe 
world, a small number monitor the temperature in the oceans and the less populated or 
undeveloped regions (Hardin et. aI., 1993). 64 
One of  the analysis techniques used to analyze spatio-temporal data is the Empirical 
Orthogonal Functions (EOF) model. This analysis technique is popular in Atmospheric 
Sciences where it is used to represent climatological phenomena, as a basis set for 
prediction purposes or as a technique for interpretation ofthe data (North, 1984). The 
EOF model captures the spatio-temporal variability of  the random process of  interest and 
does not require any assumption on the covariance matrix (Obled and Creutin, 1986). 
Kim et.al. (1996) and North et.al. (1982) demonstrate that a poor spatio-temporal 
representativity of  the network affects the efficiency ofan estimator due to the inaccuracy 
generated when estimating the eigenvectors and eigenvalues by using a finite, widely­
spread and irregular sampling network. The eigenvectors of  a continuous random process 
are estimated by solving an eigenvector problem which is the result ofa numerical 
approximation to an integral equation. When using a finite set of  quadrature points some 
precision errors arise as a consequence ofthe approximations of  these continuous 
functions by their discrete counterparts. 
Several approaches have been proposed to account for the irregular distribution of  the 
network locations. These approaches intend to reduce the error induced when estimating 
the eigenvectors of  the variance-covariance matrix ofthe random process. Many of  these 
approaches propose a specific quadrature technique that leads to a weighting system for 
the covariance matrix (Buell, 1971; Obled and Creutin, 1986). 
Munoz-Hernandez et.al. (1999) proposed the design-based EOF model which relies 
on the assumption that a sampling design was used to select the sites ofthe network. The 
design-based EOF model includes the information about the spatial distribution ofthe 
process by incorporating the inclusion density functions into the model. However, not all 
monitoring programs use a sampling design prior to the collection of  the data. To address 
this problem, we analyze in this paper two methods to specify weights that can be used by 
those non-probability monitoring programs. These methods can then provide the 65 
approach to consider the design-based EOF model as an alternative technique for spatio­
temporal data analysis. 
In Atmospheric Sciences, a popular technique called optimal weighting introduced by 
Bell (1986), provides a set of  optimal weights obtained by minimizing the mean square 
error of  some estimators of  interest. This approach has been applied to estimate the global 
average temperature (Hardin et. aI., 1993), the spherical harmonic components of  a global 
random field on the earth surface (Kim et. aI., 1996), and to analyze the sensitivity ofthe 
calculations ofthe EOF to different density patterns of  the network of  stations (Kim, 
1996; North et. aI., 1982). 
By following Bell's optimal weighting method, we would like to determine an 
estimated optimal set ofweights which will substitute the density functions in the design­
based model. The first sub-set ofweights is determined by minimizing the mean squared 
error ofthe design unbiased estimators Zk (t)  of  the time components, Zk (t), ofthe 
Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) model. The second sub-set ofweights is found by 
minimizing the unbiased estimator of  the variance of Zk (t). 
Another alternative to the specification ofthe weights considered is based on the 
stratification ofthe total number of  sites available. Stratification is a well known method 
in sampling theory used with the intention to improve the estimators (Kish, 1995, p.90). 
By using auxiliary information a fixed set ofnetwork sites are classified in strata, and 
random samples of  sites are selected independently from each strata. In our case, we 
intend to use any auxiliary variables available to classify the network sites into some 
meaningful strata in which the region 1) of  interest is divided. 66 
4.3.1 Background. 
Assume that a continuous random process, X (t, s), is observed at n different sites or 
locations in a region of  interest V, no probability sampling design was involved in the 
selection ofthe sites and, the data is collected at each station at periodic intervals in time. 
The EOF model provides a method ofanalysis of  spatio-temporal data that does not 
require any assumption on the covariance matrix or on the variogram. Under regularity 
conditions, the random field X(t, s) admits the Karhunen-Loeve expansion: 
CXJ 
X(t, s) =  Z=Zk(t)<Pk(S)  (1) 
k=O 
where the <Pk(S) (k =  0,1, ... ) constitute an orthogonal set of  functions that captures the 
spatial variability ofthe process, and are the solutions to the following second order 
Fredholm integral equation 
J C(s, s')<Pk(s')ds' =  Ak<Pk(S)  (2) 
D 
where 
C(s, s') = J X(t, s)X(t, s')dt  (3) 
T 
is the covariance function ofthe process. Observe that <P k(s) and Ak constitute the 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues ofthe integral Equation (2), respectively. 
The random variables Zk(t) capture the time variability of  the process, and are 
defined as: 
Zk(t) = J X(t, s)<pk(s)ds  (4) 
D 67 
and satisfy 
J Zj(t)Zk(t)dt =  AkDjk  (5) 
T 
where Djk  =  1 ifj  =  k and 0 otherwise. 
The solutions of  equations (2) and (4) depend on the domain of  integration D. 
Researchers proposed several approaches to solve these continuous integral equations by 
using only a finite set ofnetwork stations. Some ofthe most popular solutions proposed 
are based either on some type of  quadrature method (Buell, 1978) or in the introduction 
ofa specific basis set offunctions (Obled and Creutin, 1986; Wikle, 1995). 
The quadrature-based methods approximate the continuous integral by a finite sum 
that accounts for the area ofthe region ofinterest. The basis set method proposes the 
definition ofa basis set offunctions for a functional vector space where the random 
process of  interest is defined. In this vector space, the observed process is interpolated. 
Substitution of  these interpolated processes in Equation (2) and (4) leads to a weighted 
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) problem, which is easily solved. The resulting 
eigenvectors are also approximated by linear combinations of  the elements of  the basis. 
4.3.2 The Design-based Empirical Orthogonal Functions. 
Let S = {Sl' ... , sn} be a set oflocations selected from a region of  interest D using a 
probability sampling design. Assume that the random process X(t, s) is observed at these 
stations for a period oftime T. Let 7r(s) and n(s,s') be the inclusion and joint inclusion 
density functions, respectively. The design-based EOF model is determined by first 
solving the following eigenvector problem: 
(6) 68 
the matrix C has (i, j) entries ofC(Si, Sj) /1f( Si, Sj), where C( Si, Sj)  is the (i, j)-entry of 
the sample variance-covariance matrix,  q; is a matrix with its ith column equal to the ith 
eigenvector and A is a diagonal matrix where the ith diagonal entry is the eigenvalue 
corresponding to the ith eigenvector. To approximate the process with a finite sum that 
captures a determined proportion of  the spatio-temporal variability and achieve a 
specified accuracy in the model predictions it is enough to consider only the first K  terms 
ofthe expansion. The unbiased estimator ofthe random variables Zk(t) is computed as 
follows: 
"  ~ X(t, s)"
Zk(t) =  ~ () <Pk(s).  (7) 
sES  1f  S 
The design-based EOF model is then obtained as: 
K 
X(t, s) =  LZk(t)~k(S)  (8) 
k=l 
4.4. Optimal Weighting. 
In the design-based EOF model, Z k(t) is an unbiased estimator of Zk(t), which 
captures the time variability of  the random process X(t, s). Observe that Z k(t), in 
equation (7) is a quadrature type estimator for given sites {s:  S  E S}. Define the kernel 
R( s, Si)  as: 
_)_<5(S-Si) R( s, S~  (9) - ()
1f Si 
where <5 (s - Si) = 1 if S = Si  and 0 otherwise. Then Z k  (t)  can be rewritten in the 
following integral form: 69 
Zk(t) = JI:8(s - Si)X(t':(~~k(Si) ds 
7J  Si  E S 
= J R*(s)X(t, s)<pk(s)ds  (10) 
7J 
where R* (s) =  L: R(S, Si)  ensures that the delta function,  8 (s - Si), is applied to all 
siES 
sites in the network. 
We would like to determine an optimal set ofweights that minimize the following 
(temporal) mean squared error (MSE): 
MSET(Zk(t)) =  j(Zk(t) - Zk(t))2dt  (11) 
T 
then 
MSET(Zk(t)) = J Zk(t)2dt - 2J Zk(t)Zk(t)dt +J Zk(t)2dt  (12) 
T  T  T 
After some algebraic manipulation the above equation is reduced to the following 
expreSSIOn. 
MSE (Z (t))  =  '" '"  IPk(S)IPk(S')C(s,s')  - 2 A '" IPk(s)2  + A  (13) T  k  ~ ~  7f(S)7f(S')  kL.J  7f(S)  k 
sES  s'ES  sES 
Details ofthe steps that led to this result are presented in the Appendix. Let 
C(s~, Sn) 1 
w  =  [,ci
d 
] 
C(Sn, Sn)
7f(sn) 
and 70 
then rewrite Equation (13) in matrix form as: 
(14) 
where wt denotes the transpose ofw, CPkCPt  is a n x n matrix whose (i, j) entry has the 
form CPk( Si)CPk( Sj),  and * denotes the entry-wise product. We would like to minimize 
Equation (14) subject to the constraint L 7r(s)  =  n, where n denotes the total number of 
8ES 
sites available and 7r(s)  =  l/w(s) is the inclusion probability at site s. Observe that 
Equation (14) depends on the kth eigenvector, CPk.  Therefore, in order to determine a set 
ofweights that minimizes the M S ET (Zk (t)) for all possible values of  k, we consider the 
minimization ofa weighted sum ofthe MSET(Zk(t)), for k E {I, ... , n}. The weight 
Ak/A, where A =  Al +... + An, measures the relative importance ofthe kth eigenvector 
in explaining the spatial variability of  the process. 
In summary, we need to minimize the following function 
subject to the constraint L w(  s) =  n, where W is a n  x n matrix with (i, j) entries 
8ES  
n  n,A2  (  ?
 L AkCPk(Si)cpt(Sj)/A,  A is an n x  1 vector with ith entry L  k<P~ 8;  and 
k=1  k=1 
A =  Al + .. , + An. Note that the positive definite property ofthe variance-covariance 
matrix C ensures that the matrix C*(CPkCPD is a positive definite matrix as well. 
Then, the problem reduces to solve the following Lagrange multiplier problem: 
(15) 
where A is a scalar called the Lagrange multiplier and J is a n x  1vector ofones. The 
differential of F(w) with respect to w reduces to: 
of(w,  A)  =  2(C*w) w - 2A - 2AJ  (16) 
ow 71 
Then we need to solve for wand A in the following equation system: 
(i)  2(C*W) W  - 2A + 2AJf  =  0 
(ii)  (17) 
by solving the first equation with respect to w we obtain: 
(18) 
then substituting into equation (ii), 
which leads to the following solutions for A and w, respectively 
(19) 
This vector ofweights substitutes the inclusion density function in Zk (t). The 
specification ofthe n(n - 1) joint inclusion density functions (weights) requires a 
different approach. We would like to determine those weights that minimize Var(Zk(t)), 
which is an unbiased estimator for V ar(Zk (t)) (See Appendix for details), for all 
k E {l, ... , n} and t  E {I, ... , T}. When the sample size is fixed, n', the 7r(Si' Sj) satisfy 
the following equation (Samdal et. aI., 1991) 
n  n 
LL7r(Si' Sj)  =  n'(n' - 1).  (20) 
i=l #j 
From Equation (A.2.I), (see Appendix), we observe that the problem of  finding a 
minimum ofthe Var(Zk(t)) with respect to 7r(Si' Sj) and subject to the constraint in 
Equation (20), is the same as determining a minimum to the following expression subject 
to the constraint in Equation (20), 72 
(21) 
Therefore, for specific values of k and t, the problem reduces to minimize the following 
Lagrange problem: 
where A is the Lagrange multiplier, n is the total number of sites in the network and n' is 
the sample size. To determine those 1r(Si' Sj) that minimize the expression above for all k 
and t, we consider the minimization ofthe following weighted sum: 
n  n 
- A( LL1r(Si' Sj) - n'(n' - 1)) 
i=l ii'j 
where Ak is the eigenvalue corresponding to the kth eigenvector, and the ratio Ak/  A is a 
measure ofthe variability ofthe spatio-temporal random process explained by the kth 
eigenvector. After some algebra, the above equation reduces to: 
(22) 
n  n 
- A( LL1r(Si' Sj) - n'(n' - 1)) 
i=l ii=j 73 
where C(Si,Sj) is the sample variance-covariance matrix. The values of7f(si, Sj) that 
minimizes Equation (22) are given by 
n 
C(Si' Sj)2: )..;CPk(Si)CPk(Sj) 
k=l 
i=lj#i 
n'(n'-l) 
(23) 

Details ofthe algebraic manipulations needed to obtain the above result can be found in 
the Appendix. Observe that the values of  7f( Si) and 7f( Si, Sj) in Equations (19) and (23), 
respectively, depend on the unknown eigenvectors CPk, k =  1, ... ,n. To obtain estimates 
for 7f( Si) and 7f( Si, S  j), the eigenvectors ofthe sample variance-covariance matrix can be 
used. Once 7f(Si) and 7f(Si' Sj), are determined, we can proceed with the EOF analysis as 
presented in Section 2.1. 
4.5. Pseudo-stratification of the Number of Sites. 
Stratification is a method from survey sampling that makes use of  auxiliary 
information. This method often improve the estimator by reducing its variance compared 
with the estimator calculated assuming simple random sampling provided the variables 
used to create the strata are highly correlated with the variable of  interest (Kish, 1995; 
Valliant, 1993; Sfundal et. aI,  1991). 
In the case ofmonitoring programs, the population of  interest is a continuous region 
in the two-dimensional space and usually the network sites were not randomly located. 
We assume the auxiliary variables available are highly correlated with the random 
process of  interest. We proceed to stratified the fixed number of  sites in H stratum, 
Sl, ... ,SH. The total number of  sites in each stratum, Nh, will be used to determine the 
inclusion probabilities and the joint inclusion probability functions. A random sample of 74 
sites is drawn using proportional allocation. The inclusion probabilities are calculated as 
follows: 
71"(8) =  7v~  if  8  E S h  (24) 
and the joint inclusion probability functions as: 
if 8,8' E Sh 
if  8  E Sh and 8' E Sl. 
(25) 
Since the weights are not the result of  a stratified sampling design applied to all sites in 
the region of  interest, we referred to them as "pseudo-stratified weights". 
4.6. Illustrative Example. 
Air pollutants occur as gases (for example: ozone, 0 3), vapors (for example: nitric 
acid, HN03) and particles (for example: dust) (Legee and Krupa, 1990). Fine particles are 
mostly produced by chemical reactions in the atmosphere as the result of  natural sources 
such as the volcanoes, the ocean floor, soils, and vegetation, or by human-made sources. 
Once the pollutant is emitted into the atmosphere it is deposited continuously onto the 
surface as dry deposition. Meteorological conditions transport the pollutants from a few 
to thousands of  miles (Legee and Krupa, 1990). 
To illustrate the effect ofboth methods of  obtaining weights in the design-based EOF 
model, we use weekly atmospheric sulfur dioxide (S02) dry deposition data from the 
Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTnet) obtained from Dr. Henry Lee ofthe US 75 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Corvallis, Oregon. CASTnet was designed as a 
rural monitoring network for developing site-specific estimates oftotal deposition. The 
program began measuring deposition variables across the United States (US) in 1986 
(Holland et. ai., 1999). Locations ofthe CASTnet sites were not selected using a 
probabilistic sampling design. For our analysis, we consider the 40 sites located in the 
eastern US collected at 115 time points (February 19, 1991 to May 11, 1993). Each time 
points has fewer than 4 missing observations. 
To calculate the optimal weights Equations (19) and (23) were used. In order to 
illustrate the weighting system for a design-based EOF model, a number of  sample sites 
were selected. Since the calculations of7r( 8i) depend only on the total number of  sites 
available, the 7r(8i) weights were calculated only once. Four sets of7r(8i, 8 j) weights 
were calculated considering sample sizes of25, 30, 35, and 38. This selection of  sample 
sizes ranges from 63% to 95% of  the total number of  sites available in the network. 
Random samples of  monitoring sites of  sizes 25,30,35 and 38, were selected and the 
information from each site and time point was used to calculate the design-based EOF 
optimal weight model predictors. 
To construct the pseudo-stratified weights, we first applied a hierarchical cluster 
analysis to the 40 sites using the auxiliary information available at each site location in 
the region of  interest 1). These variables were latitude, longitude, elevation (in meters), 
land use (agricultural, forested, range and suburban) and terrain type (rolling, complex, 
flat and mountain top). As a result, two strata of  sizes 11  and 29 were defined. Four 
random samples of  sizes 25, 30, 35 and 38 were selected from the strata using 
proportional allocation. The information from the samples was used to calculate the 
pseudo-stratificatied weights using Equations (24) and (25). Design-based EOF model 
predictors for each site and time point were calculated using these weights. 76 
To compare the ability ofthe two approaches to predict in space and time we used the 
following statistic as an indicator of  the average precision ofthe model at each site 
(Wikle and Cressie, 1997) 
(26) CR3(S) = 
where X (ti' s) is the model predicted value of  the process at time ti and site sand N(s) 
is the number of time points for which X (ti' s)  is not missing. The smaller the values of 
the spatial averages of CR3 (S ), the better the predicted values. 
Table 4.1  displays mean values of CR3(S), denoted as CR3, for each weighting 
method. Observe that for the larger sample sizes in our illustration, the design-based EOF 
model using post-stratified weights (EOF S) performed better than the design-based EOF 
model using estimated optimal weights (EOF OW) (approximately 20% difference). 
However, for the sample size 25, the best predictions were obtained by the design-based 
EOF OW (approximately 27% improvement). The C R3 decreases as the sample size 
increases for both methods. However, the loss ofprecision for the design-based EOF OW 
model predictors is less severe (less than 2%) compared to the one observed in the 
design-based EOF S (less than 25%). 
4.7. Conclusions. 
The design-based EOF model incorporates the space and time information captured 
by a probability sampling design used to select the location ofthe network sites. 
Unfortunately, many existing monitoring programs do not select the site locations using a 
probabilistic sampling design. However, if  a substitute set ofweights were determined, 77 
the design-based EOF model can be considered as an alternative method for spatio­
temporal data analysis. This paper explored two alternative sets ofweights. One of  them 
is based in an optimal weighting technique, which is based on the minimization of 
appropriate mathematical expressions. The other is based on a proportional sample 
obtained from a stratification ofthe network sites. A stratified random sample ofthe 
network sites available will improve the estimators assuming appropriate strata were 
constructed using auxiliary information available. 
Table 4.1. 	C R3 values for Design-based EOF using Estimated Optimal Weights 
(EOF OW) and Design-based EOF using Pseudo-stratified Weights (EOF S) 
Sample 
Size  EOFOW  EOFS 
38 
35 
30 
25 
0.400 
0.405 
0.406 
0.409 
0.318 
0.320 
0.367 
0.555 
The accuracy ofthe predictions results based on these two approaches was compared 
using a root mean square type statistic, C R3 (8). Predictions obtained from the use of  the 
estimated optimal weights were slightly less accurate than the pseudo-stratification 
weights for the larger sample sizes considered in this illustration. The predictions 
accuracy based on the estimated optimal weights did not show significant difference as 
the sample size decreased. Although only one data set was analyzed in this paper, this 
result suggests that those monitoring programs with small networks may obtain good 78 
accuracy (CR3 close to 0) in their predictions using the design-based EOF model with 
estimated optimal weights. 
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4.9. Appendices. 81 
4.9.1. Calculation of MSET(Z(t)). 
The first tenn in Equation (12) can be detennined as following: 
J Zk(t)2dt = J  J  R*(s)X(t, s)<pk(s)dsJ R*(s', sDX(t, s')<Pk(s')ds'dt 
T  TV  V 
= J  J  R*(S)<pk(S)R*(s', s~) <Pk(S') J X(t, s)X(t, s')dtdsds' 
vv  T 
= J  J  R*(S)<pk(S)R*(s', s~) <Pk(S') C(s, s')dsds' 
vv 
The second tenn in Equation (12) can be developed as follows: 
J Zk(t)Zk(t)dt = J  J  R*(s)X(t, s)<pk(s)ds J X(t, s')<Pk(s')ds' dt 
T  TV  V 
= J  J  R*(S)<pk(S)<Pk(S') J X(t, s)X(t, s')dtdsds' 
J  J 
vv  T 
=  R*(S)<pk(S)<Pk(S')C(s, s')dsds' 
VV 
= J R*(S)<pk(S) J <Pk(S')C(s, s')ds'ds 
V J 
V 
=  R*(S)<pk(S)Ak<Pk(S)ds 
V 
Finally, the last part ofEquation (12) is equal to Ak by Equation (5).  Then, Equation (12) 
can be expressed as: 
MSET(Zk(t)) =  R*(S)<pk(S)R*(s')<Pk(S') C(s, s')dsds'  J  J 
vv 
- 2J R* (s )<Pk(s)Ak<Pk(s  )ds + Ak 
V 82 
4.9.2. Calculations ofVar(Zk(t)) and Var(Zk(t)). 
Theorem. 
The variance of Zk ( t), for all t E T, is given by 
Var(Zk(t))  = J X;~'s~)2  CPk(s)2ds 
D 
provided 7f( s) > 0,  V sED. 
Also,  if 7f(s,s') > 0, Vs,  s' E D,  then  an  unbiased  estimator  for  Var(Zk(t))  is 
given by: 
(A.2.1) 
Proof. 
By definition 
'"  [{",X(t,S)  }2]  [(",X(t,s)  )]2  (A.2.2) Var(Zk(t)) =  E  ~  7f(S)  CPk(S)  - E  ~  7f(S)  !.pk(S) 
Since Zk(t) is unbiased for Zk(t),  the second term of(A.2.2) is equal to: 
[E (LX;t~;) !.pk(S))r= J X(t, S)CPk(S) dsJ X(t, S')!.pk(S') ds' 
sES  D  D 
= J  J  X(t, s)X(t, S')!.pk(S)!.pk(S') ds ds'  (A.2.3) 
DD 83 
The first term in Equation (A.2.2) is: 
E[ (~;~:;)\,k(8))'l 
=E[",X(t,s)2  ()2]  E['" ",X(t,s)X(t,s')  ()  (')]  (A2.4) L  ()2  rpk  S  +  L  L  () (')  rpk  S  rpk  S 
8  E S  7r  S  8  E S  8'=18  7r  S  7r  S 
The first term in Equation (A.2.4) is calculated as: 
After some algebra, the above integral results in: 
(A2.5) 
The second term in Equation (A2.4) above becomes: 84 
then integrating with respect to all  but Si and Sj the result is: 
~~ jjX(t,  s)X(t, s')  ()  (')  (')  /
= LL  (  )  (')  'Pk  S 'Pk  S  Iij  S, S  ds ds 
"-I  "..J- "  7r  S  7r  S 
t- Jrt D D 

X(t, s)X(t, s')  ()  (')~~ (')  / 

=  (  )  (')  'Pk  S 'Pk  S  LLIij S, s  ds ds  jj  7r  S  7r  S  "  1  "..J-"
D  D  t=  Jrt 
X(t,s)X(t,s')  (  (  ')  (  ')  /  (A.2.6) =  7r( S)7r( s')  'Pk  s)'Pk  S  7r  S, s  dsds jj 
DD 
substituting Equations (A.2.3), (A.2.5) and (A.2.6) into Equation (A.2.2) results in: 
~ (  jX(t,s)2  2  jjX(t,s)X(t,s')  (  ')  ,  ,
Var(Zk t)) =  7r(s)  'Pk(S)  ds+  7r(s)7r(s')  'Pk(S)'Pk  s  7r(s,s )dsds 
D  DD 
- j  j  X(t, s)X(t, S')'Pk(S)'Pk(S')dsds' 
DD 
_  jX(t, s)2  ()2d 
- 7r(s)  'Pk  S  S 
D 
+ j  j  X(t,s)X(t,S')'Pk(S)'Pk(S/)[7r~~;~~;') -l]dsds' 
DD 

The proof ofunbiased  ness ofVar(Zk(t)) follows: 

(A.2.7) 85 
The first term in Equation (A.2.7) is: 
~X(t,sJ2  (  2]  1  1~X(t,Si)2  (  )2  (  ) E  [L  (-)2  i.pk  Si)  =  ...  L  (-)2  i.pk  Si  f  Sl, ... , Sn  ds1 .•.dsn 
i=l  7r  Sz  i=l  7r  Sz 
V  v 
~1X(t, s)2  2  ) 
=  L  (  )2  i.pk(S)  fi(S  ds 
.  1  7r  S 
z=  V 
_  1  X (t, s)2  ()2d  2  - 7r(s)  i.pk  S  S  (A.  .8) 
v 
The second term in Equation (A.2.7) becomes: 
~ ~ 11  ' (  ,[7r(S, s') - 7r(S)7f(S')]  (  ')  ,
=~~  X(t,s)X(t,S)i.pkS)i.pk(S)  (  ')()(')  fijS,sdsds
.-1  ....J..  7r  S, S  7f  S 7r  S 
z- J-t-z  V  v  ')  ()  (,)[7r(s,S')-7r(S)7r(S')]  (  ')  , 
=  X(t, s)X(t, S  i.pk  S i.pk  S  7r(S, S')7r(S)7r(S')  7f  S, S  dsds 11 
= 
vv 1  1  X(t,s)X(t,S')i.pk(S)i.pk(S')[7r7~;~~;) -l]dsds'  (A.2.9) 
vv 
Equations (A.2.8) and (A.2.9) lead to the proof ofunbiased  ness D. 86 
4.9.3. Calculation of substitute 7r( Si, S  j). 
The differential ofC(7r(si' Sj)), (see Equation (22)) with respect to 7r(Si' Sj) and A is 
given by 
8C(7r(Si' Sj)) 
87r(Si' Sj) 
n  n 8C(7r( Si, Sj)) 
LL7r(Si' Sj) - n'(n' - 1)
8A  i=l  i=h 
solving the first equation for 7r(Si' Sj) and substituting in the second equation above gives 
the following expression for A 
2 
then, values of7r( Si, Sj) are given by the following equation: 
n'(n'-l) i=lj#i 87 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
National monitoring programs usually consist of  large data sets collected at a number 
of sites on an irregularly spaced network of  stations measured over a long period of  time. 
Researchers that have access to these data face the problem of  how accurately the spatio­
temporal structure ofthe random process is observed. Most of  the analysis techniques 
currently available in environmental statistics require the researcher to make some 
assumptions about the spatial covariance ofthe process of  interest. Simplistic 
assumptions about the variability of  the random process may facilitate the analysis but 
often can lead to unrealistic results. 
One of  the most popular analytical approaches oriented to the space-time data 
analysis of  spatio-temporal random process is the Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) 
model, also known as the Karhunen-Loeve decomposition. This technique is used for data 
reduction by determining a set of  linear combinations of  the data that capture most ofthe 
variability observed in the random process and, to estimate spatial and temporal means. It 
is also used for other applications such as comparing simulations ofgeneral circulation 
models, interpretation of  geophysical fields and simulation ofrandom fields. 
The  EOF model requires the solution of  some integral equations, which represent the 
mathematical formulation of  the model. Researchers have been studying different 
techniques to minimize the errors involved when approximating these integrals with data 
from a finite irregularly spaced network. In this dissertation, we propose the design-based 
EOF model under the assumption that a probability sampling design was used to select 
the locations ofthe sites prior to the collection ofthe data. We approach the solution of 
the integral equations by determining design-unbiased estimates to the temporal series of 88 
the Karhunen-Loeve decomposition and to their variance. We assume the data were 
collected from a probability sample from a fixed but unknown function. 
In the second chapter we propose the model and illustrate the results. Data used in the 
illustration were collected from a network whose locations were not selected using a 
probability sampling design. We used a pseudo-stratification approach to obtain 
substitute probability inclusion weights and illustrate the results of  the model. The results 
of  the design-based EOF model compared to results from a common EOF model analysis 
suggested that the design-based EOF model was predicting better at the observed 
locations. 
The assessment of  the actual level or mean level of  the process ofinterest at 
unobserved locations is also a desirable feature of  this type of analysis tool. For this 
reason the focus of  Chapter 3 is the development ofa spatial-interpolation feature for the 
design-based EOF. To develop the desired interpolation property requires probability 
sampling weights and access to auxiliary information. Results from this model were 
compared with those obtained from the well known spatial interpolation method, ordinary 
kriging. Analytical results from an illustrative example favored the interpolation from the 
design-based EOF analysis over the interpolation from ordinary kriging. 
The absence ofprobability inclusion weights may influence the consideration ofthe 
design-based EOF model as an alternative analysis technique for spatio-temporal data. 
For this reason, in the last chapter we address the topic of  obtaining substitute weights. 
We analytically compare model results obtained by using two approaches. Pseudo­
stratification weights were compared to estimated optimal weights. Pseudo-stratification 
weights requires the availability ofauxiliary information to stratify the fixed number of 
sites of  the network. Sampling theory provides expressions for the stratification weights. 
In the optimal weighting approach, minimization ofa  mean squared error and a variance 
is required. Analytical results suggested better accuracy obtained using pseudo­
stratification weights for sample sizes larger than 75% of  the sites available. For the 89 
smaller sample size considered, the estimated optimal weights model results are about 
27% more accurate than the obtained using the pseudo-stratified weights. 
In summary, the design-based EOF model can be considered as an alternative analysis 
technique for those monitoring programs that collect data over space and time. If 
probability sampling was not used to select the network site locations and auxiliary 
variables are available, it is possible to obtain substitute weights to implement the design­
based EOF model, which not only will provide good prediction at observed sites but will 
perform well as a spatial interpolation method. 
The design-based EOF model can be used to solve problems created by the addition 
or elimination of  redundant sites in the network. By dropping a site from the network and 
fitting the design-based EOF model using the remaining sites, the researcher can decide 
based on the accuracy ofthe predictors obtained which sites are redundant. 
Further research can focus on studying the possibility ofdeveloping a time series 
model for the time components ofthe Karhunen-Loeve decomposition. If  such time series 
are obtained, then forecast ofthe response can be made at observed and unobserved sites. 
Other topic of  interest is to obtain standard errors for the model predictions. Subsampling 
techniques can be used to address this issue. 90 
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